Spring is coming

Spring is coming. The sun is shining and the air isn`t cold any more. It`s getting warmer.

Deep in the ground the flower bulbs feel the sun. First the snowdrops grow and grow. They say: "Hello, sun, here we are".

On the meadows the dandelion grow and grow. And one day they say: "Hello, sun, here we are."

In the garden the daffodils grow and grow. And they also say: "Hello, sun, here we are".

A few weeks later the tulips grow and grow. And one day they also say: "Hello, sun, here we are".

And the daisies grow, too. And they also say: "Hello, sun, here we are".

Then the roses grow and grow. And they also say: "Hello, sun, here we are".

More and more flowers grow and show their colours. Spring is a wonderful time.
1 Es wird __________. Die Sonne __________ und die __________ ist nicht mehr __________. Es wird __________.
Tief im __________ spüren die Blumenzwiebeln die __________. Als erste __________ die Schneeglöckchen. Sie sagen: "Hallo, __________, hier sind wir".

2 Flowers in Great Britain and in Germany
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Löwenzahn

3 Complete these sentences:
The air isn't ____________________________
The flower bulbs feel _______________________
The flowers say: ___________________________
At last _________________________________
They are ________________________________
4 Spring comes. Spring is ______________________
The sun shines. The sun is ______________________
It gets warmer. It's ______________________ warmer.
The flowers grow. They are ______________________
They stand in the grass. They are ______________________ in the grass.

5 Song:
Spring is coming, spring is coming,
birdies build your nests.
Weave together straw and feather,
doing each your best, doing each your best.

Spring is coming, spring is coming,
flowers are coming too.
Pansies, lilies, daffodillies,
spring is nearly through, spring is nearly through.

Spring is coming, spring is coming,
all around the fair.
Shiver, quiver on the river
spring is ev`rywhere, spring is ev`rywhere.

6 The sun is ______________. The air isn't ______________ any more. It's getting ______________. The flower bulbs ______________ the sun. The ______________ grow and grow. They say "hello" to the ______________. At ______________ all the flowers are standing in the grass.